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 III  
Abstract 
In the perfect market, investment opportunity is the only reason for the 
investment decision. However, there are many factors affect corporate investment 
actuality. As the microcosmic of the market, corporate invest level relate with the 
interior cash flow prevalently, which is one of characteristics of invested capital 
ineffective allocation. In recent years, academicians depart the sensitivity of 
investment and cash flow as "overinvestment-interior cash flow surplus" and 
"underinvestment-interior cash flow shortage", in order to identify ethical risk and 
reversal selection these two formal of information asymmetry's effect on ineffective 
investment. On such foundation, this essay bring in government restraint to study 
further, distinguish different equity arrange, analyze the reason of low efficient 
investment and the manage mechanism respond. Compared to former study, this paper 
have several advantage: (1) introduce the government restraint to the research of 
"underinvestment"; (2) from corporate manage and government manager to discuss 
the solution of SOE's "overinvestment ";(3) from the information transparency and the 
improvement of finance condition to discuss the solution of NSOE's 
"underinvestment". This paper finds that: there divergence between different equity 
nature on inefficient investment. Ethical risk cause SOE easy to be "overinvestment "; 
reversal selection lead NSOE easy to be "underinvestment". Further research find that, 
the first phenomenon is only exist in local SOE, the central managed SOE don't have 
this problem. For the local SOE, good corporate manage and government manage are 
helpful for resting the overinvestment problem of interior cash flow surplus; and for 
the NSOE, higher information transparency and the improvement of finance condition 
are helpful to relaxing the underinvestment problem of interior cash flow shortage. 
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表1.1  1999-2008年我国固定资产投资增长率 
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